
 

Ephesians 2 question and further reflection 
Read the entire chapter aloud. Make notes of anything that stands out to you as you 
read. 

What does it mean to be dead in our sin? 

In the first few verses of chapter 2, Paul has set up a before and after picture.  You’ve 
seen those dramatic pictures when someone has lost a bunch of weight.  The before 
person looks radically different than the after person.  How does this parallel our 
existence as followers of Jesus?  What differences might their be in this analogy? 

Whatever differences there may be in our weight loss analogy, what is clear is that 
Paul believes that as a follower of Jesus, our lives should be transformed.  This is at 
the heart of what it means to be a disciple.  It isn’t about knowing the right things. 
Anyone can spout off facts about anything if given enough time to learn.  For Paul, 
because of the radical nature of grace and the Holy Spirit moving in and among us, we 
are going to be different than we were before.  How has faith in Jesus has changed 
your life?   

Verse 8 is a beautiful little verse but one that often trips people up.  Somehow, we as 
humans can get into a mode where we try and earn God’s favor by being good little 
boys and girls.  Transformation is part of the process. Paul clearly reminds us, “we are 
saved by grace through faith; and this is not your own doing; it is the gift of God - not 
the result of works.”             What an amazing verse.  Write about earning God’s favor 
verses it being a gift.  What has been your experience with this?   

Have you caught yourself ever thinking you can do enough good to convince God to 
let you into heaven someday? 

N.T. Wright has a wonderful way of describing what this passage is getting at.  Read 
what he has to say: 

“Verse 10 is one of Paul’s central statements of how Christians are at the centre of 
God’s new creation. We are, he says, God’s workmanship. This word sometimes has 
an artistic ring to it. It may be hinting that what God has done to us in King Jesus is a 
work of art, like a poem or sculpture. Or perhaps, granted what he goes on to say, we 
are like a musical score; and the music, which we now have to play, is the genuine 
way of being human, laid out before us in God’s gracious design, so that we can 
follow it.” (NT Wright, Paul for Everyone, Ephesians). 

Paul says that we are God’s workmanship.  Wright alludes to that this verse has the 
idea of being a work of art.  Have you ever thought of yourself as a work of art?  Think 
about what it takes to create a work of art.  How might that parallel how God shapes 
and forms us as disciples of Jesus? 

The second half of Chapter 2 deals with unity and being “one in Christ”.  Paul is also 
encouraging the recipients of this letter by reminding them of who they are as new 
creations in Christ.  What does it mean to be “in Christ”?  If need be, read through vs. 
11-22. 

 


